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Early Literacy Support Block Grant Program
Annual Progress Report Template

The Early Literacy Support Block (ELSB) Grant program Annual Progress Report allows for
participating districts and eligible schools to determine and describe the effectiveness in
addressing the required components of the ELSB Grant planning process. The Annual Report
for Year 1 (Planning Year) is due to the California Department of Education on July 30,
2021. Please complete the following information and email the completed report to
ELSBGrant@cde.ca.gov.

Name of District and Eligible Participating School(s):
LEA/District: San Juan Unified School District

LEA/District Contact/Project Director: Heather Brandt

Site(s): Dyer-Kelly Elementary

Site Administrator(s): Jamal Hicks, Stephanie Floyd-Smith, Christopher Wright

Early Literacy Team Members: Jamal Hicks, Principal

Stephanie Floyd-Smith, Vice Principal

Christopher Wright, Interim Vice Principal (for Maureen James Pendleton)

Heather Brandt, Program Specialist for ELA & History Social Science & Grant Lead

Virginia Dorman, 4th Grade Teacher

Tina Tran, 2nd Grade Teacher

Yesmine Thompson, 3rd Grade Teacher

Sarah Johnson, Kindergarten Teacher

Nicole Kukral, Director of Professional Learning

Gianfranco Tornatore, Director of Continuous Improvement and LCAP

Report Submitted By (Name/Title):
Heather Brandt, Program Specialist ELA & History Social Science (ELSB Grant Lead)
Phone/Email:
(916) 971-7064
heather.brandt@sanjuan.edu

Period Covered: Planning Year (approx. Nov, 2020 to Jun 30, 2021
Date Submitted: , Updated/Revised December 2021Oct 21, 2021
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1. Account for the ELSB grant program planning activities that identify both individual and
collective contributions in the conducting of a Root Cause Analysis and Needs Assessment.

a. Describe the process and timeline of activities conducted in the development of the
Root Cause Analysis and Needs Assessment

b. Specify the local educational agency (LEA) ELSB lead and primary fiscal contact staff.

c. Include the names of participants for each participating school and participant roles
(e.g., J Brahms – 1st grade teacher at Mozart Elementary; A. Vivaldi – Principal, Bach
Elementary, R. Wagner – Bach Site Literacy Coach, G. Verdi – District Curriculum
Coordinator etc.).

A.
Plan Creation

● The process for developing the Root Cause Analysis and Needs Assessment started in January of 2021

and continued through June of 2021.

● California Department of Education (CDE), Consortium on Reaching Excellence in Education (CORE)

and Sacramento County Office of Education (SCOE) assisted in the Root Cause Analysis and Needs

Assessment process.

● The ELSB grant team used backward planning, discussion, and analysis of site supports and K-3

assessment data to develop the Literacy Action Plan (LAP).

● The ELSB Grant Team, grade level leads, Categorical Programs Advisor and Local School Leadership

Council met regularly to analyze data including Fountas and Pinnell scores, DIBELS, K-5 Assessment,

Interim Assessment, and iReady data to support the ELSB grant writing team with the Root Cause

Analysis, Needs Assessment, and collection of evidence.

● The ELSB team met bi-weekly, sometimes weekly, to analyze data and information gathered from

classrooms, i-Ready, CAASPP, ELPAC, MTSS, et al.

● A significant portion of the analysis occurred during SCOE ELSB Grant Meetings.

● Sessions 4 and 6 of the SCOE ELSB Grant meetings specifically guided the ELSB team through the

grant expectations of the Root Cause Analysis and Needs Assessment.

● The proposal team solicited stakeholder engagement by sharing a presentation to explain the purpose of

this grant, the process of identifying the problem statement, and the proposed plan with SMARTe

objectives that will address the problem statement identified in the Root Cause Analysis.

● Information about the ELSB grant was shared with faculty and staff at faculty meetings.

● A committee was formed to participate in sessions on writing the grant.

● Findings from the Root Cause Analysis and Needs Assessment were presented at the May 2021 School

Site Council (SSC) meeting.

● Through the root-cause analysis, the ELSB grant team learned the majority of Dyer-Kelly students are

unable to decode complex, grade-level texts by the end of third grade.

● The K-3 student data shows a need in: phonemic awareness instruction, oral reading fluency, site-wide

common assessments, foundational skills, and school-wide teaching strategies

● SMARTe (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time-Bound, and Equity-focused) goals for the

next three years (2021-2024) were created based on these needs.

● SSC members, teachers and parents provided input to refine the literacy plan. Comments were solicited

from SSC members, teachers, and parents. Parents supported the proposals to allocate funding for
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teachers time and professional development. Parents supported the motion to purchase additional

materials and resources to enhance students’ foundational reading skills.

B.
LEA/District: San Juan Unified School District

LEA/District Contact/Project Director: Heather Brandt

Site(s): Dyer-Kelly Elementary

Site Administrator(s): Jamal Hicks, Stephanie Floyd-Smith, Christopher Wright

Fiscal Contact: Barbara Gross

Superintendent: Kent Kern

C.

Please note that there were some staffing changes over the summer - this list is the current list of

Early Literacy Team Members:

Jamal Hicks, Principal

Stephanie Floyd-Smith, Vice Principal

Christopher Wright, Interim Vice Principal (for Maureen James Pendleton)

Heather Brandt, Program Specialist for ELA & History Social Science & Grant Lead

Virginia Dorman, 4th Grade Teacher

Tina Tran, 2nd Grade Teacher

Yesmine Thompson, 3rd Grade Teacher

Sarah Johnson, Kindergarten Teacher

Nicole Kukral, Director of Professional Learning

Gianfranco Tornatore, Director of Continuous Improvement and LCAP
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2. Validate the results of the Root Cause Analysis and Needs Assessment.

a. Specify the findings from the examination of both school-level and LEA-level practices
or unmet needs, including those relating to school climate, social-emotional learning,
and the experience of under-performing pupils and their families, that have
contributed to low pupil outcomes for pupils in grade three on the consortium
summative assessment in English Language Arts.

Through a root-cause analysis, the ELSB grant team learned the majority of Dyer-Kelly students are unable to

decode complex, grade-level texts by the end of third grade. The K-3 student data shows a need in: phonemic

awareness instruction, oral reading fluency, site-wide common assessments, foundational skills, and

school-wide teaching strategies. SMARTe (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time-Bound, and

Equity-focused) goals for the next three years (2021-2024) were created based on these needs.

The Needs Assessment resulted in the following key actions:

● Year 1 - Teacher enrichment and professional training through Language Essentials for Teachers of

Reading and Spelling (LETRS) will deepen understanding of core ELA pedagogy. Work will be

supported by a literacy coach and ELA Teachers on Special Assignment (TOSAs). Teachers will use

this professional learning to inform their teaching strategies while using the current district-adopted

curriculum, Benchmark. This will support student learning and explicit systematic foundational skills

instruction.

● Year 2 - Continued teacher enrichment and professional training through LETRS will further improve

implementation of foundational skills instruction. Teachers will participate in the second year of LETRS

training with support from a literacy coach and ELA TOSAs. At the end of year two, teachers will

collect current assessment data and select a supplemental curriculum for year 3 instruction.

● Year 3 - Supplemental curriculum to support student interventions to reach grade level goals for

foundational skills will be implemented. Data from reading assessments will be collected in Fall,

Winter, and Spring trimesters (2023-2024) in order to measure student growth.

3. Describe the identified strengths and weaknesses of both the eligible school(s) and the LEA
regarding literacy instruction in transitional kindergarten through grade 3 (TK –3), inclusive.
Identify all relevant diagnostic measures, including, but not limited to, pupil performance data, data
on effective and ineffective practices, and equity and performance gaps reviewed during the Root
Cause Analysis and Needs Assessment.

The ELSB Grant Team identified strengths in the tier 1 core, universal supports as well as tier 2 targeted,

supplemental supports currently in use. An area of need was identified in the lack of tier 3 intensive, individualized

support available.

Other Strengths identified included:

● The development of strategies that provide culturally responsive curriculum and instruction. Dyer Kelly is
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currently implementing a state-approved core curriculum that includes culturally responsive curriculum and

instruction. SJUSD has also adopted an 8-point commitment to equity and social justice. Staff has actively

participated in equity-focused book studies and professional development series facilitated by the Department of

Professional Learning and Innovation.

● Professional development for teachers and school leaders regarding implementation of the ELA/ELD Framework

and the use of data to support effective instruction. WEST Education Professional Development in CORE

Practices for ELD spiraled across content was provided to Dyer Kelly in the years prior to the ELSB grant.

Bi-Weekly grade collaboration time is set up for teachers. Dyer Kelly is currently implementing a state-approved

core curriculum that includes Professional development on the implementation of the English Language/English

Language Development framework.

● Diagnostic assessment instruments help assess pupil needs and progress. Training for school staff regarding the

use of those assessment instruments is also provided. Materials and programs include SIPPS, i-Ready, RAZ

Kids, Lexia, and Fountas & Pinnell. SJUSD provides and collects data from evidence-based diagnostic

assessments.

● Expanded learning programs, such as before- and after-school programs or summer school are provided in

order to improve pupils’ access to literacy instruction. These programs include Bridges After-School, Camp

Invention (summer), First Five, and Math Camp (summer).

● Extended school day available to enable implementation of breakfast in the classroom or library models to

support expanded literacy instruction. These programs include Bridges, Science program, and Academic

Afterschool Program.

● Existence and use of strategies to improve school climate, pupil connectedness, attendance and that reduce

exclusionary discipline practices, including in-school suspensions that may limit a pupil’s time in school. These

practices include Morning Meeting, PBIS, Restorative practices, Project Optimism, Second Step, and

Equity/Social Justice book studies for staff.

● Strategies to implement research-based, social-emotional learning approaches, including restorative justice are

utilized. Strategies include PBIS, Restorative practices, Project Optimism, and Second Step.

● Students have expanded access to the school library. There is student access to the school library and digital

library. Epic! and the Benchmark library are also available to students. Dyer Kelly has a partnership with the

Sacramento Library. Donated books are also available to students.

● Trauma-informed practices and supports for pupils and families have been developed. These practices and

supports include Morning Meeting, PBIS, Restorative practices, Project Optimism, and Second Step.

● Mental health resources to support pupil learning are provided. District provided support includes programs such

as Care Soalis as well as access to Mental Health Therapists, Social Workers, Behaviorists, and Counselors.

● Strategies to implement multi-tiered systems of support (MTSS) and response to intervention (RTI) are utilized.

This includes PBIS, World Relief, and DKit (academic and behavior intervention).
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● Literacy training and education for parents has been developed in order to provide a supportive literacy

environment in the home. These supports include access to Bilingual Instructional Assistants, School Community

Workers, WEST Program, Parent University provided by the district office, World Relief, and Parent Language

Classes in partnership with the local church.

Identified Weaknesses Include:

● Support Personnel. A majority of Dyer Kelly K–3 students are below proficiency in phonemic awareness and

phonics. A literacy coach will be utilized to coach teachers of grades K-3 focusing specifically on foundational

reading skills using the LETRS program, quarterly assessments support, and foundational skills program

implementation. Bilingual reading specialists will support English learners.

● Increased student and faculty access to targeted, evidence-based foundational reading skills instruction is an

urgent need. The literacy action plan includes strategies (effective practices), milestones (implementation

indicators), actions (steps to the milestone), outputs (produced in completing actions), and a timeline (for

completion of actions and meeting of milestones). LETRS program guides and digital support for K-3 faculty will

be purchased for K-3 grade levels. District LETRs-trained TOSAs will support LETRs training from unit 1 across

K-3 grade levels.

● Literacy curriculum resources and instructional materials aligned with the ELA content standards and the

ELA/ELD framework need to be purchased. The purchase should include professional development for staff on

effective use of these materials. A monitoring plan should be developed and should include data collection to

assess implementation of a professional learning plan as well as cycles of improvement for K-3. A

communication plan that clearly outlines the goals and implementation as well as success of the professional

learning plan across K-3 grade levels should also be developed. A supplemental curriculum for  early literacy to

foundational reading skills instruction for K–3 students  will provide coherent, explicit, and systematic delivery of

foundational skills across the grades. Utilizing the supplemental curriculum will allow students to be placed in

differentiated groups based on assessments. Initial training, ongoing professional learning, and administrative

monitoring of the implementation of the new curriculum is necessary to ensure fidelity, consistency, quality

implementation and transferability for students. Initial curriculum training will be provided in the beginning of the

academic school year, and ongoing training will be offered for the remainder of the two years of the grant.

4. Explain how the LEA consulted with stakeholders, including school staff, school leaders,
parents, and community members, at each eligible school about the Root Cause Analysis
and Needs Assessment and proposed expenditures of the grant funds. If the School Site
Council (SSC) was used for this purpose, describe how the school provided public notice of
meetings and how meetings were conducted in the manner required by Section 35147 of the
Education Code.

The proposal team solicited stakeholder engagement by sharing a presentation to explain the purpose of this

grant, the process of identifying the problem statement, and the proposed plan with SMARTe objectives that will

address the problem statement identified in the Root Cause Analysis. Information about the ELSB grant was

shared with faculty and staff at faculty meetings. A staff survey was conducted in May 2021 to determine priorities

around literacy needs. A committee was formed to participate in sessions on writing the grant. Findings from the

Root Cause Analysis and Needs Assessment were presented at the May 2021 School Site Council (SSC) meeting.
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The SSC meeting was public and prior notice was given before the council met. All parents and community

members were welcome to attend. The agenda for the SSC meeting was posted on the school website 72 hours in

advance. The meeting was also announced on the school billboard in front of the school 72 hours prior to the

meeting. SSC members, teachers and parents provided input to refine the literacy plan. Comments were solicited

from SSC members, teachers, and parents. Parents supported the proposals to allocate funding for teachers time

and professional development. Parents supported the motion to purchase additional materials and resources to

enhance students’ foundational reading skills.

5. Justify LEA partnerships with literacy experts from the county office of education for the
county in which the LEA is located, a geographic lead agency established, or the Expert
Lead in Literacy in the development of the Root Cause Analysis and Needs Assessment and
the Literacy Action Plan. If applicable, describe any partnership with a member of an
institution of higher education or nonprofit organization with expertise in literacy for this
purpose, which may also involve experts in participatory design and meaningful community
involvement.

California Department of Education (CDE), Consortium on Reaching Excellence in Education (CORE) and

Sacramento County Office of Education (SCOE) assisted in this process. A significant portion of the data

analysis occurred during SCOE ELSB Grant Meetings. These sessions informed the team of requirements

and guided the grant planning and proposal process. Sessions 4 and 6 of the SCOE ELSB Grant meetings

specifically guided the ELSB team through the grant expectations of the Root Cause Analysis and Needs

Assessment.

6. Describe how enrollment, program participation, and stakeholder engagement were
leveraged to address the literacy needs of students enrolled in grades TK–3 at participating
eligible schools, and include a brief narrative of analytical findings (see chart on page 8).

Students provided the data that was used in the creation of the Root Cause Analysis. Teachers and the core

grant team supported the development and analysis of data for the Literacy Action Plan proposal. All teachers

were given the opportunity to provide feedback on the analysis prior to final plan approval. Administrators were

given the opportunity to provide feedback on the analysis prior to final plan approval.

Families had the opportunity to offer input through School Site Council meeting attendance and teacher

conversations. Information gathered at ELAC meetings also supported the development of the grant proposal

and literacy action plan.
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NOTE: Use the chart below to identify the anticipated number of students enrolled who will be served by ELSB Grant-funded
activities and the primary stakeholders (teachers, administrators, parents, community members, etc.) who were active
participants in the Root Cause Analysis, Needs Assessment, and development of the three-year Literacy Action Plan.

Description Student Enrollment
(List only the number for each
grade level, TK–3, by eligible
participating school)

Participating Teachers
(List only the number for each
grade level, TK–3, by eligible
participating school)

Participating
Administrator(s)
(List only role and number of
each by district office and
eligible participating school.)

Other Stakeholder Input
(List all participating
stakeholder groups by eligible
participating school. For
example, SSC, English Learner
Advisory Committee [ELAC],
school board, etc., and the
number of participants for each.

Example Mozart Elementary
TK  = 48
K = 52
1 = 56
2 = 58
3 = 64
Chopin Elementary, etc...

Mozart Elementary
TK  = 0
K = 1
1 = 1
2 = 1
3 = 1
Chopin Elementary, etc...

● District ELA
Curriculum Director = 1

● District Literacy
Coaches = 10

● District Budget
Technician = 2

● Mozart Admin = 1, etc.

● Mozart Elementary
J.S. SSC (7), ELAC
(4), Title I parent
meeting (28), DELAC
(7), school board (7)

● Chopin Elementary,
etc.

Numbers Dyer-Kelly = 507 Dyer-Kelly = 25 Dyer-Kelly = 7 Dyer-Kelly = 23

Overall
Participant

Totals

Dyer-Kelly Elementary
PS = 15
KN = 110
01 = 127
02 = 137
03 = 118

Dyer-Kelly Elementary
PS = 2
KN = 4
01 = 6.5
02 = 6.5
03 = 6

● District ELA
Curriculum Director = 1

● District Literacy
Coaches = 0

● District Budget
Technician = 2

● Dyer-Kelly Admin = 2
● TOSAs - 2

Dyer-Kelly Elementary
● SSC = 10
● ELAC = 8
● School Board = 5
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